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1. The subject Economics plays a pivotal role in the field of Social science. It enables the learners to build 

up an intuitive mind along with professional carrier as economists, financial advisors, economics 

planners and policy makers.  

2. It prepares them to cope up with the issues involved in the process of economic development. 

3. It enables students to learn economics and its applications which further develops their economic 

reasoning and understanding 

4. At the end of the programme, the students will be able to identify the issues which are related to the 

economy, businesses, public policies and society as a whole. 

5. It will help the students to   examine critically the information related to the core, interdisciplinary and 

applied learnings. 

6. The programme will also help the learners to use quantitative and qualitative tools  in order to 

understand and analyze various socio-economic problems 

7. The programme encourages  students to undertake research-oriented activities which will help them to 

address various national and global development issues. 

8. The programme also targets to build human capital for advanced career pursuits. 

9.  It also provides the students a strong foundation in Economics. 

10. The significant goal of the programme is to provide the students with structured curriculum which will 

support the academic development of students. 

11. It also provides the students with the opportunity to pursue courses that emphasizes the application of 

quantitative and theoretical aspects of Economics. 

12. The programme successfully provides the students with the opportunity to focus on applied issues as 

well as and policy related aspects in Economics. 

13. It provides a well-resourced learning environment for studying Economics. 

14. Economics students will be able to pinpoint and understand the past, present economic conditions of 

the country as well as forecast the future course of changes and development through their knowledge 

of policies and programmes which are set by the governments and other development agencies. 

15. At the end of this programme, Economic graduates will be familiar with the knowledge and application 

of microeconomics and macroeconomics for the formulation of policies and planning. They will also be  

equipped with all the relevant tools and  knowledge based on economic principles which helps them  

initiate and accelerate projects. 

 

 

 


